openQA Tests - action #115181
[qe-core] Prepare for ALP - Enablement of ALP for QE-Core
2022-08-10 13:53 - szarate

Status:

Feedback

Start date:

Priority:

High

Due date:

Assignee:

dvenkatachala

% Done:

0%

Category:

New test

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

QE-Core: Ready

Difficulty:
Description
As ALP is approaching, we should start to get on board with the train, that would allow us, and other teams to be able to integrate the
ALP tests into their radars too (including openQA-tuned images, as we do already for SLES)
As for this task, what we mainly need to do is to start by creating a dedicated jobgroup on osd that mirrors openSUSE ALP (even if it
means duplicating an already existing one, for now), check in with QE-C if a similar jobgroup already exists in osd.
Coordination needs to be done too with QE-Yast, to have autoyast profiles for the generation of the default images, adjustments of
memory limits and HDD limits can be done at a later point.
Acceptance criteria
AC1: ALP jobgroup is mimicked on osd and both are added to the list of links of the bugbusters' review part.
AC2: All 4 flavors are enabled for the new Job Group (If one can't, it is stated in its own ticket why)
AC3: All of the jobs publish HDD images
AC4: Ticket exists for autoyast profiles for ALP/or pull requests are already created (taking #115184 into account)
Related issues:
Copied to openQA Tests - action #115184: [qe-core] Prepare for ALP - Move AL...

Feedback

2022-08-10

History
#1 - 2022-08-10 13:55 - szarate
- Project changed from SUSE QA to openQA Tests
- Category set to New test
#2 - 2022-08-10 14:04 - szarate
- Description updated
#3 - 2022-08-10 14:16 - szarate
- Copied to action #115184: [qe-core] Prepare for ALP - Move ALP test scheduling to YAML added
#4 - 2022-08-10 14:17 - szarate
- Description updated
- Priority changed from Normal to High
This would be the main sprint focus.
#5 - 2022-08-29 06:01 - dvenkatachala
- Assignee set to dvenkatachala
#6 - 2022-08-30 11:53 - szarate
Carrying over to next sprint
#7 - 2022-08-30 11:53 - szarate
- Sprint changed from QE-Core: August Sprint (Aug 03 - Aug 31) to QE-Core: September Sprint (Aug 31 - Sep 28)
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#8 - 2022-08-30 13:12 - pdostal
Can you szarate please explain why AC1 is needed?
#9 - 2022-09-12 07:43 - dvenkatachala
I have created the medium, Test suites and job group in the OSD - https://openqa.suse.de/group_overview/457.
Since no ALP builds are being built on IBS yet, will wait for the build to proceed further.
#10 - 2022-09-12 08:57 - dvenkatachala
- Status changed from Workable to Feedback
#11 - 2022-09-13 10:23 - JERiveraMoya
As far as I could understand very recently discussing with Jose and Santi, all the development will happen in O3 and OBS
Too soon for OSD yet, right Santi?
#12 - 2022-09-13 11:29 - szarate
JERiveraMoya wrote:
As far as I could understand very recently discussing with Jose and Santi, all the development will happen in O3 and OBS
Too soon for OSD yet, right Santi?
We are planning ahead, still all of the ALP development will happen in OBS/O3.
For now main justification is availability of resources (OSD has more than O3 does), both instances have to be in sync (we'll figure out how at some
point in the future) when it comes to tests being executed, at least results-wise speaking.
#13 - 2022-09-19 10:14 - szarate
Dee, can you add the jobgroup to the CI? https://gitlab.suse.de/qa-maintenance/qam-openqa-yml
#14 - 2022-09-26 08:25 - szarate
JobGrups and Testsuites created, adding them to the qam-openqa-yml
#15 - 2022-09-28 07:46 - szarate
- Sprint changed from QE-Core: September Sprint (Aug 31 - Sep 28) to QE-Core: October Sprint (Sep 28 - Oct 26)
#16 - 2022-10-28 02:25 - slo-gin
This ticket was set to High priority but was not updated within the SLO period. Please consider picking up this ticket or just set the ticket to the next
lower priority.
#17 - 2022-11-27 00:00 - slo-gin
This ticket was set to High priority but was not updated within the SLO period. Please consider picking up this ticket or just set the ticket to the next
lower priority.
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